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INTRO DU C TION
One story, many voices~
What is the appeal of creating a story or a poem in cahoots with another writer—
or even a group of writers? Why would a writer abandon their own particular
voice for a mutant expression they can’t quite control? Perhaps the allure lies in the
challenge of having a puzzle to solve. Or a conundrum to cause. A contest. A love
fest. Surely there are as many reasons as there are practitioners. But for whatever
reason, enthusiasm for collaborative writing is on the rise. Everybody’s doing it.
Or so it seems.
Not that there’s anything particularly new to communal narrative from an historical
perspective. From what we know, the origins of storytelling began in the collaborative milieu of oral tradition when the collective knowledge that formed a culture’s
identity was memorized and performed. Within orality, many voices shaped a common story, a mythos passed from generation to generation. Story making was participatory, enacted through song and dance, the members embodying and partaking in
the narrative together, individual identities submerged in a communal experience.
With the advent of writing, orality gradually faded, over time relinquishing narrative as public song and performance to the silences of solitary scribe and to paper.
Written works could be signed, sealed with wax, their authority established, even
assigned some value. Words became permanent things to be owned that could be
transferred across space and time versus words as notes in a shared aural experience, inseparable from communal exchange and the transient moment.
Evolving writing technologies continue to shape our writing practices and our
ideas about what literature is. The printing press led to the need for the copyright,
the right to make copies of a printed work for distribution and profit, further locating story-making as the work of an individual, if not a gifted, writer, one who not
only creates but who necessarily protects their authorship—the creative process—
and subsequent rights to their work from plagiarism. And while it might surprise a
|
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Western reader to realize that the concept of plagiarism, of “stealing” words from
another owner, isn’t universally held across cultures, the idea decisively shapes our
Western, capitalist literary tradition. It’s what the publishing industry depends on,
making current-day literary collaboration a somewhat transgressive act.
And yet it can be argued that the collaborative enterprise never really left us. In
2015, Salon ran an article on Gavin Kovite and Christopher Robinson’s collaborative novel, War of the Encyclopaedists, in which the authors suggest that collaboration is a natural form of writing—we already edit each other’s work, we
make suggestions, we write in the margins, we alter wording—we are all already
collaborating. And of course most writers recognize and revere the thought that
our writing is to some extent in conversation with all of the storytellers who have
come before us, one begun before pen and paper.
Collaborative writing as an intentional pursuit came into wide practice in Western
literature in the late nineteenth century under the Surrealists’ influence and then
again as postmodern experiment mid-century. For instance, a collaborative sonnet
form, the bouts-rimés, supposedly begun as early as 1648, was made popular in
1864 when Alexandre Dumas issued an invitation to numerous French poets to
create sonnets by using a provided set of rhymes. When this collaborative sonnet
call was sent out, hundreds of writers responded, and Dumas published the poems
in 1865. But the Surrealists gained greater notoriety. A special issue of collaboration, Ralentir Travaux (Slow Under Construction) is a famous surrealist collection
of collaborative poems by Andrè Breton, Renè Char and Paul Eluard written as
an exquisite corpse and published in 1930. Locus Solus was a literary journal named
after the 1914 French novel by Raymond Roussel, and edited by John Ashbery
(Issue 3/4), Kenneth Koch (Issue 2), and James Schuyler (Issue 1 and 5). The late
Harry Matthews published the magazine in France. Locus Solus II is the collaborative issue edited by Koch in 1962.
Other cultures have long practiced a collaborative approach to writing. One lesserknown tradition is the dialogic and animist orality that inform Native American
literature. Kenneth Lincoln calls this “dialogic oratory” in which any given text is
never really the words of one individual human writer but a fusion of the language
of the land and a “reciprocal tribalism among plant, animal, spirit, and human” (xv,
xviii-ix, 3).1 Miwok-Pomo Greg Sarris further includes listeners as collaborators
1. Lincoln, Kenneth. Sing with the Heart of a Bear: Fusions of Native and American Poetry,
1890-1999. Berkeley: University of California Press, 2000.

2
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such that with each retelling, the story itself is remade.2 Anishinaabe poet Kimberly Blaeser—whose collaborations with her tribal colleague, Margaret Noodin,
appear in this volume—notes that an “intricate weaving of Native traditions and
consciousness with individual experiences and identities” means that their poetry
carries—collaborates with—not only a pan-Indian legacy but also functions as “a
response to perceived expectations of Native American literature” (414-15).3
Perhaps further afield but more familiar, a very early form of collaborative Chinese
linked verse, lián jù, developed in the Qin Dynasty, 221 to 206 BC, is cited by various
sources as a likely precursor to the still-practiced Japanese renga, a series of linked
poems written between poets who follow a codified pattern of syllabic verses. Much
like haiku, the renga has clearly established itself in American poetic practice. They
Said features one such renga by poets Leslie E. Hoffman and Pushpa MacFarlane, as
well as “renga essay”—a lyric essay written in “a renga-like mode of oblique linking”
by Gillian Parrish and Jennifer Atkinson. You’ll also find an example of somonka,
a pair of love letters composed using two tankas—five-line syllabic poems that have
been a part of Japanese tradition for 1,000 years—in a formal epistolary exchange
between Tom Barlow and Diane Kendig.
Another ancient Chinese practice of collaborative composition possibly familiar
to western readers appears in “The Wang River Sequence” by renowned Tang
dynasty poet Wang Wei, written back and forth between Wang Wei and his
friend, poet Pei Di, using classical codified forms. Chang-he, literally “chanting
and echoing in response,” is still practiced among Chinese contemporaries using
less formal, vernacular structure often accompanied by drinking wine. According
to Professor Balance Chow of San Jose State University, who confesses to having
recently participated in one such prolonged poetic exchange at a party in Hong
Kong using text messaging, such chang-he—oral and written—becomes part of the
social experience, composed between participants “on the spot” to commemorate
aspects of the event. As such, the practice continues the community-enriching
functions of early orality while embracing contemporary writing technologies
and language structure.
2. Sarris, Greg. essay “The Woman Who Loved a Snake: Orality in Mabel McKay’s Stories.” from Nothing but the Truth: An Anthology of Native American Literature. John L.
Purdy and James Ruppert, eds. New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 2011.
3. Blaeser, Kimberly. “The Possibilities of a Native Poetics.” from Nothing but the Truth:
An Anthology of Native American Literature. John L. Purdy and James Ruppert, eds. New
Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 2011.
Introduction
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It is the Western tradition, enthralled with the Romantic and democratic notions
of the individual, that has missed out. In its embrace of singular authorship and
the primacy of an “original,” distinct voice, Western literature abandons the unifying function of the shared voice, leaving it to ecclesiastical tradition and to song,
but losing the generative community-building capacities of collaborative practice.
While contemporary stage and cinema continue to offer a type of communal experience of story, as do public readings and slams, it is perhaps our suddenly interconnected digital world with limitless communal forums for sharing news and narrative
of all sorts that has taken intentional collaborative writing viral. As reading and
sharing becomes once more communal and interactive, so too does creation. And
while the rise of social media initially led to serious social isolation, and more so for
writers who already work to a large degree isolated, these virtual platforms have
ironically enabled new modes for connection and collaboration. Writers have found
new writing relationships online, and we are reveling in the experience.
To collaborate is to abandon, if only for a while, the guise of the solitary writer.
To surrender one’s authority, identity, one’s autonomy. Maybe collaboration provides some sort of relief. To experience, if for a brief time, creative partnership and
for that time to be freed from the pressure of working alone within our hypercompetitive industry is to be revived at the core of who we are. We draw back to
the primal, to the community of griots and poets, of minstrels and tricksters. We
tell a story together.
Many stories, one voice~
They Said is an innovative collection of recent collaborative writing drawn from
domestic and international writers. Our anthology includes poetry, fiction, crossgenre work, and creative nonfiction, each piece having more than one living writer
as the primary author. While some works feature an alternating perspective, others
are co-authored or group authored so that it is impossible to tell which of the named
authors actually “wrote” or “created” any particular portion of the final text. Though
we value works of ekphrasis, and works written “after” other pieces, as well as those
written in essential conversation with dead authors, we’ve chosen to focus on the
creative wrestling implied in living exchanges and what this give and take produces.
While They Said isn’t the first collaborative anthology, it has been a decade since
the significant and comprehensive collaborative poetry anthology Saints of Hys-
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teria: A Half-Century of Collaborative American Poetry (2007), edited by Denise
Duhamel, Maureen Seaton, and David Trinidad, came into existence. As fans
of their project, we felt that it was time to produce an anthology that would also
include fiction, creative nonfiction, and cross-genre works to further highlight
what’s being created in this rapidly expanding field of collaborative writing.
We have ordered the offerings by genre, though such classifications can easily be
contested. Therefore we simply let the authors assign their works themselves. Their
choices and the process pieces they’ve written reveal the widening parameters of
genre in contemporary writing. While we celebrate the transgressive tangos with
traditional poetry forms offered here, such as the sonnet and sestina, as well as a
variety of exquisite corpse and epistolary pieces, we also revel in the seeming abandon
of innovative approaches that move us across the page, across genre, across identities.
In her introduction to The Best American Poetry 2017, guest editor and former US
Poet Laureate Natasha Trethewey noted that “any anthology could serve as an
autobiography of the mind of the anthologist.” With four practicing writer-editors
reviewing submissions for this collection, it is clear that the “mind” behind this
anthology represents just as much a collaborative hive-mind as do the individual
works.
All four editors have diverse histories with literary collaborations. Lead editors Simone Muench and Dean Rader have both collaborated with other authors for previous
books and collaborated with each other for their 2017 collection, Suture, recently
published by Black Lawrence Press, enlivening a traditional form through their process. They subsequently put together a panel on collaboration for the 2016 AWP
conference. The panel was a huge success, so much so that some audience members
suggested they put together an anthology of such writing to fill a major void.
While Dean and Simone had already been thinking along these lines, the audience’s enthusiasm toward the possibilities of a collection of collaborative writing
proved hard to ignore. Assistant editor Sally Ashton, who attended their panel, was
one such enthusiast who jumped at the opportunity to work on the project having
enjoyed her own collaborative forays with visual artists, musicians, and other writers. While assistant editor Jackie White has also collaborated with visual artists
and musicians, most recently having a poem set to acoustics and dance, most of her
collaborative writing has taken the form of translation and cento experimentation.
We are each avid practitioners and enthusiastic supporters.

Introduction
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One story, many voices~
Writing with a partner isn’t just about the process, about a shared experience, or even
simply about the finished piece. To work collaboratively engenders a more playful
approach to your personal practice once you return to it. Collaboration encourages
greater risk-taking and deeper trust in the power of language to come through for
us. It’s exhilarating, revelatory, satisfying, and ultimately, just plain fun.
After all, from the amount of collaborative writing gathered here and what’s
continually being produced, writers, it seems, are having lots of fun. For readers,
however, the appeal of some literary work can often be the “voice,” and among
the pieces in They Said are collaborations of correspondence, call and response,
and linguistic pas de deux. What strikes us are the amazing ways in which differing minds are able to converge and negotiate terrains to create a seamless point
of view which is neither one person or the other, but a new entity—a third voice
that goes beyond the ancient melding of individual voices to create something
original and unique.
The art of the collaboration lies in creating this voice, whether a singular voice
from several or a conversation to which we’re compelled to eavesdrop. Listen in.
We hope, and suspect, our project will inspire new modes of collaborative creation,
and maybe a round or two of chang-he!
—by Sally Ashton with contributions from Simone Muench, Dean Rader, and
Jackie K. White

6
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POETRY

Kelli Russell Agodon and Martha Silano

I DON ’ T BL A ME YOU
for the toxins in the mango,
for the fireplace being less fire,
more ash, for the French-fry-begging gulls,
their ubiquitous laughter. Ashes that congregate
like coal dust on our country’s black lung.
I want to tell you a story about a woman
who became a pond, but instead I’ll hand you
an umbrella for your woes, for your worry
about the lack of snow in the mountains,
the mudslide in your soup, the funeral
for your child, water darkened by millions
of bodies—the aching Atlantic, the pleading Pacific—
this disjointed union like a broken kitchen plate.
Someone throws a mango at a wall. It’s easy
to be angry at the uselessness of ruin,
but a broken ceramics piece is a stepping stone
mosaic. Though it may be overripe, though it may
need to be washed three times, don’t throw away
the mango. When you’ve eaten every bite,
suck on the giant pit. All clear, all clear they insist,
hoping you won’t notice the ash-gray sky.
|
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Kelli Russell Agodon and Martha Silano

FIEL D TR A NSMISSION OF T U LIP V IRUS IN
PATR IOTIC COLOR S
Tell me a story with a tulip
included, a frilly red tulip
splattered with mud, a tulip
with certainty, a century
of long lines and not enough
food. It’s easy to be hungry
for what we’re serving, terrific
tulip leaning towards
a baby holding a tulip
bomb in a field of forgotten
veteran tulips, white blossoms
blooming in the dirt. Our flags forget
to be warm, become doors, tulips
the color of grieving, 300 million,
like icicle stems dropping
at our feet. Tulip as travel ban,
the flowers of so many
countries forbidden, restriction
of movement like a fenced-in field
of American Dreams. It’s hard to miss
what you’ve never seen, the road
outside the park leading to a landscape
of springtime, tulips with sasquatch,
some bearish curiosity, some
staggering hairy beast mostly
out of focus, but moving
closer on a moonless and foggy
evening. We’re all holding telescopes,
I mean tulips none of us need.
Tell me a story, you say,
10 |

but when I try to speak,
it only comes out in grunts,
so we neanderthal our way
through the tulip fields
of these United States, arms open,
sometimes trusting, knuckles dragging
along the frost-heavy ground.
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Kelli Russell Agodon and Martha Silano

J OINTLY R E SP ONSIBLE
What does a gesture hold?
What of the body, its let and go?
What if you offer, instead of a house,
a housing project, a promise or a lie,
whether the alarm is armed, not knowing
by way of a gaze, a glance—the eyes severed
from status. I nod at the soldier because
I have no words, though I know I am more
than my Garamond, my Times New Roman.
When he died he died the way a leaf dies,
a birch leaf, how it sticks to the shoes
of all who pass by.
Like playing Clue,
Colonel Mustard with the rope
in the parlor. Miss Scarlet with the knife.
Sometimes I need my secret decoder
to know if you’re grieving, to comprehend
the library of your pain, my losses tallied by wind.
What grows in the ice is null,
but the dirt adds up, the soot from the sky.
I know what a handshake returns. Tripping,
we pretend we are dancing.
Absolution, like absolute. Adding
the salty unknown, stirring toward a solution.
12 |

The soldier speaking quietly in the field.
The hand, we say, lend a hand, the part
standing in for the whole. Therefore, stars
and stripes, the men in blue,
a podcast of weeping, the YouTube
channel of wincing. Searchbox grief.
How can we judge time when time
reminds us of church bells? Who’s gone
down a rabbit hole? Wintry mix. Crust you must
break through. She entered the house.
Fetched a plastic tub. Labeled it March 4th.
Filled it with snow. Simplicity of a woman holding the cold.

Kelli Russell Agodon and Martha Silano on their process:

I approached Kelli in early 2017 about trying our hands at writing collaborative
poems together. She was enthusiastic, so the next time we got together to write I
presented a prompt where I’d read one sentence of Wislawa Symborska’s poem
“Questions You Ask Yourself,” which appears in her book MAP, Collected and
Last Poems, and then set a timer for two minutes and write off that sentence. We
did this all the way through the poem, and then we went back to our respective
writing desks and revised what we’d written. Then Kelli emailed me her lines, and
I mixed them in with mine, cutting what didn’t fit and rearranging as I saw fit. For
the other two poems, “I don’t blame you,” and “Field Transmission of Tulip Virus
in Patriotic Colors,” Kelli devised a prompt called The Accordion Method. This
method involved taking a piece of paper and writing for a minute or two (Kelli
started), folding over (and thus hiding) all but the last line written, and passing
the folded paper back and forth until we got to the bottom of the page. Then
we unfolded the paper and Kelli took home to revise what would become “Field
Transmission of Tulip Virus in Patriotic Colors,” and I took home what would
evolve into “I don’t blame you.”
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Maureen Alsop and Hillary Gravendyk

BA LL A S T
In the veiled light, the chest is a shroud
   for what used to linger, powdered wing
  and circle of flames     destination
mapped my understanding—
gaps at the waterfront where the ships slowed
to listen to the gulls’ song bodies
O, this close to the sea
The salt covers everything
like a stuttering glass garden
at the turn of winter
The women crouch in the sand
wrestling shells from the insistent shoreline
My pocket flooded with charms
Dusk drawn dawn, moth hour—
venerated faces balance outside the window—
The day’s failed confession
A black stone on the tongue.
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Maureen Alsop and Hillary Gravendyk on their process:

I sit up straight ask for space within her congenial grove. Before pain’s absence
moth’s infected the gloam. Her vessel came, low twilight. No sea. No city. No
man’s sky. Starred with damage the body what was left to tell. A mirror shone a
refused language, the last moon slipped. As to the dreaming craft lightened one
moment then another left.
But if it troubles you this scratch across the eyelid, lark’s skeletal procession. She
wanders now in gladness the moss lit edge, fates resolute placebo where yesterday
we carved statues for the gods.**
**this process piece was written in collaboration with Matteo Lexa
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